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CHAPTER 1: AT LEGO WORLD 

Sam, Harvey and 
Lincoln went to 
Melbourne on a 
plane with their 
mums and dads. 
They went to see Lego World. 

At Lego World, Harvey 
saw a ferris wheel made 
of lego.  

Sam saw a statue of a 
lego fish.  

Lincoln saw an angry bear 
made of lego. 

Sam’s dad said, “ Hey Sam!-Go and 
build a lego monster truck and an  
army tank.” 

Sam got some wheels. He got some 
big blocks and a windscreen.  
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He put them together and 
he built the truck and the 
tank. 

Harvey’s dad said, “ Hey Harvey!-Go 
and build a pit of lego and a flying car.” 

Harvey got some round blocks and 
some side blocks. He put the blocks  
together, to make the pit and the car. 

Lincoln’s dad said, “ Hey Lincoln!-Go and 
build a car and a roller coaster out of 
lego.” 

Lincoln got a windscreen, some tiny 
wheels and some seats. He put them 
together to build the roller coaster 
and the car.  

When the boys 
were finished 
building, they 
played with the 
lego. 
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CHAPTER 2: PLAYING AND BUILDING 

Sam got into his lego army tank and 
he started to shoot out bombs.  

 

He shot a lego crocodile.  

He shot a lego duck.  

He shot a lego snake.  

He shot a lego dog. 
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Harvey screamed, “stop shooting 
things!” 

Sam said, “get out of my way, or I’ll 
shoot you too!” 

Sam fired a bomb at Lincoln’s roller 
coaster. Lincoln was on the roller 
coaster. He jumped out, just in time. 
The roller coaster blew up. 

Harvey got a lego shield and Sam 
fired a bomb at the shield.  

The bomb bounced 
back off the 
shield. Sam jumped 
out of the tank. 
The bomb blew up 
Sam’s army tank. 

Harvey said, “ I’m hungry!” So, he 
ate a lollipop. 
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CHAPTER 3: MORE INVENTIONS 

Lincoln and Harvey 
quickly built another 
invention. It was    
another monster 
truck. It was bigger 
than Sam’s monster 
truck.  

They got into the new monster truck 
and chased after Sam. Lincoln was 
the driver. He put the new monster 
truck on full speed and did a burn 
out. 

Sam quickly jumped into his monster 
truck, and went up a big ramp. He 
flew over a lego river and into a lego 
forest. 
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Lincoln and Harvey followed Sam 
over the ramp and  into the forest. 
In the forest there were: 

lego monkeys, 

lego tigers, 

lego beavers, 

lego elephants, 

lego cheetahs, 

lego lions, 

AND lego crocodiles. 

Sam drove his truck up a tree, to 
get away from Lincoln and Harvey. 
When he was up the tree, a magpie 
swooped him. Sam jumped out of his 
truck and lifted it up. Sam was very 
strong.  

WACK! He hit the magpie with his 
truck. 
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Harvey screamed, “get down from up 
there, Sam!” 

Sam lifted up his truck and threw it 
to the ground. 

Lincoln quickly built a lego ramp and 
then he did a backflip in 
his monster truck. 

Sam jumped out of the 
tree, and Lincoln and 
Harvey got out of their 
monster truck. 

The three boys got some blocks and 
together they built a ginormous lego 
plane. 
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CHAPTER 4: BACK TO DENI 

The boys got in the plane and flew it 
out of Lego World. They flew it all 
the way back to Deni. 

After they landed, they all went to 
Sam’s house and started to build 
with Sam’s legos. 
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Harvey  

    built a petrol station  

             so he could get rich  

                               selling petrol.  
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Lincoln  

      built a robot 

 

                   with some  

                                 booster  jets.  
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Sam wanted to build another army 
tank, BUT, Harvey and Lincoln said, 
“no way!” 

 

So, Sam built a Superman with laser 
eyes.  It had a remote control. 

 

    All the boys were very happy. 

THE END 
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Enterprises 
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